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Key points

• A static reef response to sea-level rise will decrease the contemporary influence of infragravity waves on coral reefs
• Vertical reef accretion with sea-level rise will protect islands from higher wave energy and dampen wave driven flooding volumes by 72%
• Significant adaptation is required for islands on the eastern rim of Funafuti Atoll to remain inhabitable beyond 2090 under RPC8.5

Abstract

We present new detail on how future SLR will modify nonlinear wave transformation processes, shoreline wave energy and wave driven flooding on atoll islands. Frequent and destructive wave inundation is a primary climate-change hazard that may render atoll islands uninhabitable in the near future. However, limited research has examined the physical vulnerability of atoll islands to future SLR and sparse information is available to implement process based coastal management on coral reef environments. We utilize a field-verified numerical model capable of resolving all nonlinear wave transformation processes to simulate how future SLR will modify wave dissipation and overtopping on Funafuti Atoll, Tuvalu, accounting for static and accretionary reef adjustment morphologies. Results show
that future SLR coupled with a static reef morphology will not only increase shoreline wave energy and overtopping but will fundamental alter the spectral composition of shoreline energy by decreasing the contemporary influence of low frequency infragravity waves. ‘Business-as-usual’ emissions (RCP 8.5) will result in annual wave overtopping on Funafuti Atoll by 2030, with overtopping at high tide under mean wave conditions occurring from 2090. Comparatively, vertical reef accretion in response to SLR will prevent any significant increase in shoreline wave energy and mitigate wave driven flooding volume by 72%. Our results provide the first quantitative assessment of how effective future reef accretion can be at mitigating SLR associated flooding on atoll islands and endorse active reef conservation and restoration for future coastal protection.
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1. Introduction

Future habitation on low-lying atoll islands is at risk from an increase in flooding and wave inundation associated with sea-level rise (SLR) and anthropogenic climate change [Storlazzi et al., 2015]. As geological structures, coral islands are accumulations of reef-derived biogenic sediment deposited on atoll and platform reefs, with elevations rarely exceeding 2-3 m above mean sea-level (MSL) [Woodroffe, 2008; McLean and Kench, 2015]. Rising sea-levels are expected to result in larger waves at reef island shorelines, increasing the frequency and magnitude of wave generated flooding events [Sheppard et al., 2005; Quataert et al., 2015]. Wave inundation is a major concern for reef island communities, with negative impacts including physical damage to homes and critical infrastructure, destruction of food resources and contamination of freshwater reservoirs [Connell, 2003; Lazrus, 2012; Lin et al., 2014; Nurse et al., 2014]. Under contemporary conditions, wave overtopping on reef islands typically requires a large wave event coincident with highest tidal levels, a combination of factors that occurs every 2-3 years [Merrifield et al., 2014]. However, more frequent wave overtopping associated with SLR will limit recovery time between events and may strain the coping capacity of island communities to a point that seriously compromises permanent habitation [Barnett and Adger, 2003; Patel, 2006].

Recent analysis of wave interaction with atoll reefs under SLR scenarios suggest that the tipping-point when islands may become uninhabitable will occur in a few decades, when runup under modal wave conditions exceeds the berm elevation [Storlazzi et al., 2015]. However, previous investigations on the physical impact of SLR on reef islands omit two important negative feedback mechanisms that may offset the imminent threat of SLR for island communities. First, existing studies do not explicitly resolve the contribution of secondary wave motions (infragravity waves and wave setup) to island flooding or examine how these processes will respond to higher sea-level. Second, there has been no attempt to
quantify the effectiveness of future vertical reef accretion on mitigating the physical impact of SLR on reef islands.

Wave overtopping is influenced by three key wave processes, incident frequency sea-swell (SS) waves \((f > 0.04 \text{ Hz})\), long period infragravity (IG) waves \((f \leq 0.04 \text{ Hz})\) and water level setup shoreward of the breakpoint [Merrifield et al., 2014]. Coral reefs are known to be highly effective at dissipating SS waves, reducing incident energy by as much as 97% before island shorelines [Ferrario et al., 2014]. However, SS wave dissipation facilitates a transfer of energy to longer period (IG) wave motions which are consistently recognized as the dominant process influencing wave runup [Beetham et al., 2016], overtopping [Cheriton et al., 2016] and destructive flooding [Roeber and Bricker, 2015; Shimozono et al., 2015] on reef shorelines. The presence of IG waves on coral reefs is associated with two key forming mechanisms: (1) the release of group-bound long waves when incident waves break [Longuet-Higgins and Stewart, 1962; Masselink, 1995] and (2) the propagation of dynamic setup arising from spatial variability in break-point location [Symonds et al., 1982]. Both forcing mechanisms are associated with irregular incident wave groups and result in free-propagating long period waves on the reef flat [Péquignet et al., 2014]. The development of IG waves with enough energy to overtop island shorelines requires a substantial reduction in SS energy through breaking and friction, which implies that IG energy may become less important at higher sea-levels if SS dissipation decreases [Beetham et al., 2016]. Accurate predictions of wave driven flooding on reef coastlines must account for this nonlinear behavior between SS and IG frequency waves [Roeber and Bricker, 2015].

To date, studies that have examined the impact of SLR on wave transformation across coral reefs have assumed a static reef platform surface. However, many coral reefs are currently sea-level limited and future SLR will open accommodation space for vertical reef accretion [Perry et al., 2012; Woodroffe and Webster, 2014]. Reef accretion represents a feedback to
existing interpretations of increased wave impacts and overtopping on islands that may provide a self-regulating mechanism to mitigate the physical impact of SLR on reef islands. To date such feedbacks have not been examined. The potential for future reef growth is the subject of continued speculation [van Woesik et al., 2015]. Conventional wisdom suggests reef growth is likely to be compromised in many reef regions as a consequence of a global decline in coral cover, increased sea surface temperatures, ocean acidification and anthropogenic stresses [Jackson et al., 2001; Hughes et al., 2003, 2010; Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 200fig. 7fig; Hoegh-Guldberg, 2014; Aronson and Precht, 2016]. However, recent studies have documented coral re-colonization across previously emergent reef flats due to SLR [Brown et al., 2011; Scopelitis et al., 2011] and land subsidence [Saunders et al., 2015], providing evidence that locally some reefs may have capacity to vertically accrete and keep pace with future sea-levels. Indeed, recent field and modeling assessments show that sea-level constrained reefs in the western tropical Pacific are currently accreting in response to measured SLR and will continue to keep-up with future SLR at rates up to 6.1 mm/yr, even when negative effects of increasing sea-surface temperature are represented [van Woesik et al., 2015]. Collectively, such studies suggest future reef growth responses are likely to vary between reef localities dependent on the antecedent condition of reefs and the severity of future pressures [Kench et al., 2009; Hamylton et al., 2014; Perry et al., 2015]. In areas where reef accretion does occur, the effect on modifying wave processes and mitigating hazard risks to reef islands remain poorly resolved.

A third limitation of existing research on the physical impacts of SLR is the inability of wave transformation based studies to appropriately account for ongoing adjustments to island morphology as shoreline wave energy increases. Accounting for the morphodynamic impact of SLR on atoll islands is beyond the scope of this study but will be the focus of future research. The focus of this study is to resolve how SLR will modify the nonlinear wave
transformation processes that cause flooding and provide the boundary condition for island morphology change, accounting for static and accretionary reef responses. Recent advances in numerical modeling have developed phase-resolving techniques capable of accurately resolving water level motions associated with SS waves, IG waves, wave setup, runup and overtopping on coral reefs, providing an unprecedented ability to represent nonlinear wave transformation on morphologically complex reef environments [Roeber and Cheung, 2012; Roeber and Bricker, 2015; Beetham et al., 2016]. This study is focused on Fatato Island, Funafuti Atoll, Tuvalu where previous research was done to evaluate wave transformation outputs from a fully nonlinear Boussinesq model against field measurements [Beetham et al., 2016]. In this study, the same model was utilized to simulate wave transformation, runup and overtopping on Fatato with incremental SLR and variable reef response morphologies. Results are used to explore how long islands on the eastern rim of Funafuti will remain inhabitable before frequent inundation may compromise human occupation. This approach does not account for adjustments to island morphology and therefore assumes that ongoing habitation requires islands to maintain their current morphology.

2. Field setting

Fatato is located on the south-eastern rim of Funafuti Atoll and is comprised of sand and gravel size material, with a morphology representative of many high energy ‘motu’ islands throughout the Pacific Ocean, including neighboring island Fogafale, where approximately 6,000 people live (Fig. 1). Funafuti is located inside a SLR hotspot, where MSL increased by 0.3 m between 1950 and 2009 (5.1 mm yr⁻¹) [Becker et al., 2012]. The atoll has been a focus for numerous studies examining climate change vulnerability [Farbotko and Lazrus, 2012; Lazrus, 2012; Kench et al., 2015; McCubbin et al., 2015] but existing research has not considered how increasing sea-level (SL) will change the physical processes that contribute to wave driven flooding. The ocean facing reef flat adjacent Fatato Island is approximately
100 m wide and the offshore reef slope is approximately 23.5°. Conglomerate platform and cemented rubble protrude seaward from the island base, with the beach toe elevated 0.39 m above MSL. The model transect from Fatato Island that was used in these experiments is representative of the typical topography of many islands on the eastern rim of Funafuti Atoll. The ocean shoreline has a steep gravel beach face (12° gradient) with a berm elevated 3.5 m above MSL (4.3 m above the central reef flat). The beach face and island are comprised entirely of calcium carbonate sediment derived from physical breakdown of the reef framework. Mean grain size on the beach face is 73 mm, with most clasts within the pebble or cobble size fractions, although boulder size clasts are scattered throughout the island and small sand pocks do exist on the beach face. Fatato Island is 80 - 90 m wide, with a basin in the center and a ridge on the lagoon shoreline (Fig. 1d).

The eastern reef flat on Funafuti Atoll is currently intertidal, with the outer reef flat elevated approximately 0.3 m above spring low tide levels. The potential for coral colonization and therefore vertical accretion on the reef flat will increase when SLR results in permanent submergence of the contemporary reef. Detailed reef drilling records show that the reef flat at Funafuti accreted by 26.4 m during the Holocene, at a mean rate of 5.0 mm/yr [Ohde et al., 2002]. Two hypothetical reef growth morphologies were used in this research, based on an understanding of morphodynamic zonation of wave exposed reefs [Hopley, 2011; Hamylton et al., 2014]. The first morphology concentrates reef accretion at the outer reef flat, representing a concentration of coral near the reef edge or the development of a prominent coralline algae and rubble ridge formation [Guilcher, 1988], with limited coral cover on the inner reef (Fig. 2). The second morphology applies a near-uniform level of reef accretion across the reef flat, representing coral colonization or sedimentary infill on the inner reef flat. Maximum elevation for both morphologies is at the same elevation as the SLR adjusted
spring low tide level (Fig. 2). Both reef accretion morphologies assume no change to the volume of island sediment.

3. Methods

3.1 Reef and island topography

A laser level total station was used to measure reef and island topography on 10 across reef transects including the profile used for numerical model analysis. The profiles were combined with RTK-GPS survey points from the reef flat to create a terrain model of the reef flat and shoreline. Shallow water topography data were combined with satellite imagery and single beam echo-sounding data [Hoek et al., 2014] to create a bathymetry map of the atoll reef flat near Fatato Island (Fig. 1c). All references to topographic elevation are relative to MSL = 0.

The 1D model transect used for wave simulations is a composite of the total station measured island and reef flat profile and the reef slope bathymetry at the instrument transect location (Fig. 1c). The total station profile provided coverage of Fatato Island until the outer reef flat with a seaward limit 1.2 m below MSL, 90 m from the beach toe (Fig. 1d). The transect was extended seaward by overlapping and stitching a profile sliced from the atoll bathymetry that provided 10 m resolution coverage of the outer reef flat, the reef edge and reef slope to the 100 m depth contour (Fig. 1c). Total station and bathymetry data were both referenced to x = 0 m at the toe of beach and interpolated to 1 m resolution for numerical model simulations. The model domain was 1,024 m long, with imported waves propagating for 700 m over a uniform depth of 100 m before reaching the atoll reef profile as indicated by measurements of reef bathymetry and island topography data [Beetham et al., 2016].

3.2 Numerical model

The fully nonlinear Green-Naghdi solver model described in Popinet [2015] was used to simulate wave interaction with the reef and island. The model was previously evaluated...
against field data from Fatato, achieving model skill > 0.96 for predictions of $H_{ss}$ (significant wave height for the SS band), $H_{ig}$ (significant wave height for the IG band) and setup elevation at the shoreline, across 500 different incident wave and tide combinations [Beetham et al., 2016]. The numerical model has also been validated against a series of benchmark test scenarios for runup and overwash [Popinet, 2014, 2015; Beetham, 2016]. These scenarios include, runup on a planar beach, runup on a conical island, waves overtopping a sea wall, runup on a coral reef shoreline, overtopping a reef crest and overtopping on a complex shelf with a conical island. The phase-resolving model simulates dispersion using the Green-Naghdi equations and locally switches to a nonlinear shallow water system to represent wave breaking when the free-surface slope exceeds 1 ($45^\circ$) [Bonneton et al., 2011a; Popinet, 2015]. A benefit of this fully nonlinear phase-resolving approach is that no specific parameterization is required to represent surf-zone dynamics associated with IG waves and setup because the model appropriately accounts for momentum balances created by an irregular incident wave field [Bonneton et al., 2010, 2011b]. Similar models have been shown to accurately represent the formation and behavior of IG waves gentle sloping beaches [Tissier et al., 2012] and on coral reefs [Roeber and Bricker, 2015; Shimozono et al., 2015].

### 3.3 Model experiments
#### 3.3.1 Boundary conditions
Model simulations presented here encompass the contemporary spring tidal range (SL = -1.0 m to SL = 1.0 m) and represent a range of SLR magnitudes from 0.05 m to 1.5 m above present spring high (SL = 1.05 m to SL = 2.5 m), relative to MSL = 0. Three non-extreme wave conditions were used, based on analysis of 34 year wave hind-cast data offshore the eastern rim of Funafuti Atoll [Durrant et al., 2014; Hoeke et al., 2014]. Wave conditions include, a) mean significant wave height and period ($H_s = 1.3$ m; $T_s = 10$ s), and the average annual-maximum wave heights associated with a) local storm activity ($H_s = 2.6$ m; $T_s = 10$ s)
and b) long period swell ($H_s = 2.1$ m; $T_s = 16$ s). Measured wave field data offshore Fatato from Beetham et al. [2016] were used as a boundary condition to ensure accurate representation of infragravity wave dynamics and setup magnitude. The surface water level time-series representing each wave condition was imported into the offshore model boundary ($h = 100$ m) to initiate each simulation (Fig. 3). Mean waves were characterized by low energy across a range of frequencies with distinct energy peaks at 0.079 and 0.1 Hz (Fig. 3a). Swell waves had the largest peak in spectral density, centered at 0.06 Hz (Fig. 3b). Storm waves had a lower peak spectral density than swell waves but the wide distribution of high energy centered around 0.95 Hz resulted in the largest gross energy of all wave conditions used in this analysis (Fig. 3c). More information on model calibration and performance for simulating waves on Fatato is available in Beetham et al. [2016].

3.3.2 Simulations involving sea-level rise with a static reef response
Assuming no morphological response from the reef or island, across reef wave transformation for each of the three boundary wave conditions was simulated using 71 different sea-levels (213 separate simulations). Sea-level (SL) was increased at 0.05 m increments, from SL = -1 (mean spring low) to SL = 2.5 (mean spring high + 1.5 m).

3.3.3 Simulations involving sea-level rise with a keep-up reef response
The same wave conditions were used to simulate how wave processes will change if the reef flat exhibits a vertical growth response to SLR. Simulations of high, mean, and low tide stages were undertaken for SLR = 0, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 m respectively, and repeated using the two previously described reef response morphologies.

3.4 Model outputs and analysis
Each simulation ran for the 2048 second (~35 minute) duration of the input wave field time-series. This time period ensures that multiple wave groups were represented in each simulation. Only model outputs after 512 s were used to calculate wave and overtopping...
statistics to ensure the wave field had fully developed across the reef flat. Time-series data were extracted at 10 Hz at 5 m intervals across the reef flat, with outputs at the shoreline sensor (0.38 m below MSL) and the berm crest (MSL + 3.5 m) the main focus of this analysis (Fig. 1d). A 0.04 Hz band pass filter was used to separate high and low frequency waves and the zero down-crossing method was used to quantify significant wave height for sea-swell waves ($H_{ss}$) and infragravity waves ($H_{ig}$). Power spectral density (PSD) calculations from the raw time-series were used to quantify total spectral density within the wave field (0.0037-2 Hz), total spectral density within the SS wave band (0.04-2 Hz) and total spectral density within the IG wave band (0.0037-0.04 Hz). Wave overtopping events were identified and OW rates were calculated using time-series data extracted from the berm crest (Fig. 1d). OW rate is presented as the mean volume of water passing over the berm during the final 1,536 seconds (~25 minutes) of each simulation and is measured in cubic meters per second, assuming the model represents a 1 m wide section of the island. Significant levels of overwash can result in the central island basin filling with water, however this does not interfere with calculated OW rates on the ocean berm because drainage occurs on the lower elevation leeward island ridge.

4. Results
4.1 Sea-level rise with a static reef response
4.1.1 Shoreline wave processes
Model simulations with a static reef morphology indicate that a fundamental shift in the shoreline process regime will occur on reefs that exhibit no morphological adjustment to future SLR (Fig. 4). First, model results demonstrate a near linear increase in SS wave height ($H_{ss}$) at the shoreline as sea-level increases from spring low tide (SL = -1.0 m) to spring high tide (SL = 1 m), with continued increase in $H_{ss}$ towards SL = 2.5 m, encompassing SLR scenarios between 0.05 and 1.5 m above the contemporary tidal range (Fig. 4a-c). The
positive relationship between wave height and reef depth is accompanied by a near exponential decrease in setup elevation at the shoreline, as less energy is dissipated through wave breaking and friction (Fig. 4a-c). The relationship between shoreline IG wave height ($H_{ig}$) and SLR is more complex (Fig. 4d-f). Under each wave condition $H_{ig}$ initially increased as reef water depth increased from SL = -1 m, but maximum $H_{ig}$ was observed within the current tidal range, at SL = 0 m, 0.35 m and 0.65 m for mean, swell and storm waves respectively (Fig. 4g-i). Beyond these maximum values, $H_{ig}$ decreased as sea-level increased towards current spring high tide and beyond present levels (Fig. 4). Model outputs show that an inert reef response to rising sea-level will shift the wave environment at island shorelines from one currently dominated by IG energy to a regime where incident frequency SS waves are the primary source of hydrodynamic interaction with island shorelines (Fig. 4d-f). Indeed, model outputs show a marked increase in net shoreline wave energy once SS waves accounted for more than 50% of shoreline energy (Fig. 4g-i). This threshold sea-level threshold for SS waves becoming the dominant source of energy is reached around high tide under mean wave conditions and at low levels of SLR for swell and storm waves respectively (Fig. 4).

4.1.2 Wave overtopping
Importantly, model results show that wave overtopping of the island shoreline does not occur within the contemporary tidal range under annual-maximum storm or swell conditions (Fig. 4j-l). Larger wave events associated with decadal to centennial scale return periods are capable of overtopping islands on Funafuti Atoll (e.g. Cyclone Bebe in 1972), but this study focused on modal wave conditions that if capable of overtopping islands may significantly compromise permanent habitation [Storlazzi et al., 2015]. Island overtopping under the annual storm and swell conditions used in this study initially occur at spring high tide with SLR = 0.3 m and 0.35 m, respectively (SL = 1.3 m and 1.35 m). A threshold sea-level of 1.9
m above MSL (spring high tide plus 0.9 m of SLR) is required for island overtopping under mean wave conditions. Once the SL threshold was reached for each wave condition, overwash (OW) volume increased exponentially, and overtopping moved from a single wave surge (OW < 0.003 m³/s) toward multiple wave groups (OW > 0.05 m³/s) breaching the berm (Fig. 4j-l). Unlike contemporary observations of overtopping, model outputs identify SS waves will provide the primary source of overwash flow with SLR, under non-extreme wave. Notably, swash motions generated by IG waves are capable of surging landward with considerable momentum and significantly exceed the reach of SS waves [Guza and Thornton, 1982]. Therefore, SS wave driven overtopping on reef islands at higher sea-levels under non-extreme waves will be fundamentally different to the IG dominated and destructive overtopping events observed during extreme wave conditions at contemporary sea-level [Roeber and Bricker, 2015; Cheriton et al., 2016].

4.2 Effectiveness of vertical reef accretion at protecting reef islands

4.2.1 Shoreline wave processes
Wave processes at the shoreline associated with SLR and vertical reef adjustment are not identical to contemporary conditions because the reef flat is currently elevated 0.3 m above spring low tide compared to the adjusted reefs being level with spring low tide. However, model simulations representing vertical reef accretion do indicate that much of the projected increase in shoreline wave energy can be mitigated through natural reef morphology feedbacks (Fig. 5). SS wave height at high tide remained within 10% and 5% of contemporary high tide values for simulations with outer reef accretion and full reef accretion, respectively. In comparison, SS wave height at high tide increased by 20% for every 0.5 m of SLR when the reef remained static (Fig. 5). The contemporary reef is effective at dissipating 54.6% of incident wave height at high tide, when averaged across the three wave conditions. Reef accretion maintains this same magnitude of dissipation. In comparison,
a static reef response is associated with 30% and 40% less wave dissipation at SLR = 1.0 m and 1.5 m, respectively. Averaged across all simulated wave conditions and tidal stages (low, mean, high), vertical accretion of the outer reef flat was effective at offsetting 15-57% of the increase in SS wave height associated with a static response to SLR, depending on the SLR magnitude (Fig. 5). Comparatively, full reef flat accretion was capable of dampening the SLR associated increase in SS wave height by 33-79%.

Both accretionary morphologies resulted in larger IG waves at the shoreline under each SLR scenario when compared to SLR and a static reef morphology (Fig. 5; Table S1). IG wave heights associated with both reef accretion morphologies remained within 10% of contemporary magnitudes at high tide, on average, with a slight decrease in height due to the contemporary reef being intertidal (Fig. 5d-f). In contrast, SLR with a static reef morphology resulted in a dramatic reduction in shoreline IG wave height, with a 10% decrease in height associated with every 0.5 m increase in sea level. Model outputs also show that SLR will result in larger IG wave heights impacting atoll islands at low tide and mid tide, regardless of reef response morphology or wave condition (Table S1).

An inert reef response to SLR resulted in setup decreasing at mid and high tide, with an increase in setup only observed at low tide under conditions when the shoreline was previously dry. Reef accretion resulted in similar setup magnitudes to contemporary conditions with setup 54-60% larger than the static reef morphology for outer and full reef accretion, respectively (Fig. 5).

4.2.2 Wave overtopping
Model results show that a vertical growth response to SLR is effective at decreasing overwash volume, given the assumption that island morphology remains static in all simulations (Fig. 5). However, model outputs also show that reef accretion has limited potential to prevent overtopping or offset the SLR threshold when overwash occurs for a
particular wave condition. For storm waves, outer reef accretion reduced OW volume by 46% on average, increasing to 65% reduction with full reef flat development (Fig. 5; Table S2). Reef growth was less effective at preventing overtopping under swell conditions, with OW volume reduced by 27% and 57% for outer and full reef growth morphologies, respectively (Table S2). Reef growth was most effective at decreasing OW under mean wave conditions, with an average reduction of 78% and 93%, respectively. Overall, an accretionary response to SLR will substantially reduce the magnitude of OW when compared to a static response.

However, model results emphasize that future reef growth has minimal influence on preventing the occurrence of wave overtopping with SLR and highlight that reef accretion has limited potential to offset the SL threshold when overtopping first occurs (Fig. 6).

5. Discussion

Previous studies on the impacts of SLR on reef island flooding are based on the assumption that reef morphology will remain static and exhibits no structural adjustment to SLR [Storlazzi et al., 2015]. Despite the multiple and compounding stressors that will likely limit future reef growth [Anthony et al., 2011; Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2017; Hughes et al., 2017], recent field assessments have measured vertical reef accretion in response to relative or absolute SLR [Brown et al., 2011; Scopélitis et al., 2011; Saunders et al., 2015; van Woesik et al., 2015]. Model based projections from field data in the western Pacific [van Woesik et al., 2015] suggest that some reefs can potentially keep-up with future SLR forced by RPC4.5 (6.1 mm/yr) but will likely lag behind RPC6.0 scenarios (7.4 mm/yr), with limited potential for a keep-up reef response under RPC8.5 (11.2 mm/yr). Previous hydrodynamic studies have also relied on phase-averaged models that do not adequately resolve infragravity wave processes, setup, runup and overwash motions [Roeber and Bricker, 2015]. These secondary surf-zone processes provide a primary contribution to runup [Beetham et al., 2016] and inundation [Cheriton et al., 2016] on atoll islands. Results presented here offer unique and
comprehensive insight on how SLR will change the full spectrum of wave processes that contribute to island flooding and provide the first assessment regarding how effective future reef growth is at mitigating adverse effects of SLR. Consistent with previous studies, SLR with no reef-adjustment will increase reef depth and allow larger waves within the SS frequency band to impact reef island shorelines. However, model results from Funafuti also show that as sea-level increases and more energy is retained within the SS frequency band, less energy is transferred into the IG wave band. Model results identify that shoreline wave energy transitions from being IG dominant to being SS dominant when reef submergence reaches a critical threshold of $H_o/h_r < 1.3$ (where $h_r$ is depth at the reef edge). Our findings contrast previous studies that predict an increase in IG wave height with SLR because of the associated decrease in bottom friction [Quataert et al., 2015]. These contrasting results may be associated with differing reef widths or the way different models represent nonlinear interactions between SS and IG waves. Similar to IG waves, setup water level on coral reefs will decrease with SLR, as presented here and previously predicted using empirical data [Becker et al., 2014].

A significant advantage of fully nonlinear phase-resolving models is that the free-surface boundary condition can directly simulate runup and overtopping flow. Previous wave modeling based studies of flooding on atoll islands have relied on modified runup equations based on shoreline wave height to predict flooding magnitudes [Quataert et al., 2015; Storlazzi et al., 2015]. Another limitation of previous research that remains unresolved in this study is the unknown morphological response of atoll islands to SLR. Previous research on the potential for islands to adjust their morphology in response to SLR are limited in number and scope, but there is a hypothesis that some islands will accrete vertically and migrate lagoon-ward as overwash processes re-work new and existing island sediment [Cowell and Kench, 2001; Kench and Cowell, 2001]. All results in this study assume no island adjustment
to SLR and therefore overtopping values do not account for how overtopping events may result in changes to the shoreline position and elevation. To justify this omission we argue that the dramatic change in island morphology required to sustain island elevation above rising sea levels will itself compromise ongoing habitation on atoll islands.

With a static reef and island response to SLR, overtopping under annual conditions will initially occur on the eastern rim of Funafuti at spring high tide with 0.3 m of SLR. Overtopping under annual-maximum wave events will occur within four decades if the current rate of SLR (5.1 mm/yr) prevails or within two decades if emissions continue to increase under IPCC *business-as-usual* projections (Table 1). Model outputs for storm and swell waves show that overwash between SLR = 0.3 and 0.85 m is associated with 2 or 3 waves overtopping the berm in a 35 minute burst, resulting in low volumes of flooding that are potentially manageable for island communities. Under these annual-maximum conditions, spring high tide overwash volume increases substantially when SLR exceeds 0.9 m, as multiple wave groups are able to breach the island berm, causing a significant increase in flood volume. The threshold for wave generated flooding to occur under mean wave condition at spring high tide was also SLR = 0.9 m (Fig. 4), highlighting this as a conservative tipping-point for the frequency and magnitude of wave generated flooding to overwhelm recovery potential. Mild overtopping by mean waves and serious overtopping from annual-maximum events (SLR = 0.9 m) will occur by 2090 under *business-as-usual* SLR projections, and will seriously strain the resilience of inhabited reef islands. The change in hydrodynamic boundary conditions at island shorelines will likely result in significant shoreline change on natural atoll islands over the next 70 years, while significant flooding will occur on islands with urbanized shorelines. Based on IPCC rates of SLR under lower emission scenarios, the onset of serious wave driven flooding can be significantly delayed if global action is taken to reduce emissions (Table 1). Under modal wave conditions,
overtopping with SLR will be driven by incident frequency SS waves and not long period infragravity waves, which are consistently identified as the primary driver of overtopping and destructive flooding on reef shorelines [Roeber and Bricker, 2015; Cheriton et al., 2016].

Model outputs show that future reef accretion will effectively preserve the contemporary tidal modulation of wave processes at the shoreline and will significantly mitigate wave flooding magnitudes. The inability of reef accretion to prevent overtopping is partly attributed to IG waves and setup compensating for the reduction in SS wave height achieved by reef accretion, but also relates to the fact that SLR decreases island elevation above the still water level and therefore lowers the threshold energy required for overtopping. Even though vertical reef growth cannot prevent overtopping, the effectiveness in offsetting a rise in shoreline energy and significantly decreasing overwash volume provides substantial support for active coral reef restoration [Clark and Edwards, 1999; Temmerman et al., 2013; Rinkevich, 2014] as a source of ‘cost-effective’ shoreline protection for island communities facing SLR [Ferrario et al., 2014].

Our results, elucidating changes in the full wave spectrum impacting shorelines and consequences for island overtopping, are critical for resolving the changing hazard-scape of islands and their ongoing habitability. However, reef islands are dynamic features that adjust their shoreline morphology in response to environmental variability across a range of temporal scales [McLean and Kench, 2015] and future work is required to address the morphological adjustment of islands to SLR. However, the assumption of a static shoreline in this study provides a baseline ‘worst case’ assessment of the increasing exposure of island communities to wave hazards associated with increasing sea-level. Further, morphologic change on many developed islands is compromised by development pressure, environmental degradation, and histories of hard engineering [McLean and Kench, 2015]. Communities on urbanized islands will be confronted with significant adaptation challenges over the next half
century if no action is taken to offset the current trajectory of climate change driven sea-level rise.
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Tables

Table 1: First year associated with overtopping at spring high tide under each simulated wave condition, assuming the reef and island undergo no morphological adjustment to SLR. A range of SLR rates are presented, based on measurements from the instrumental record [Becker et al., 2012] and various IPCC regional concentration pathways [Church et al., 2013].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>linear SLR rate (mm/yr)</th>
<th>Annual storm event (OWSL=1.3m)</th>
<th>Annual swell event (OWSL=1.35m)</th>
<th>Mean waves (OWSL=1.9m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>IPCC ‘Business-as-usual’ scenarios [Church et al., 2013]</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP8.5 (upper limit)</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>2025</td>
<td>2028</td>
<td>2063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP8.5 (mean)</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>2035</td>
<td>2093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>IPCC Reduced emissions scenarios [Church et al., 2013]</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRES A1B (mean)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2038</td>
<td>2044</td>
<td>2112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP6.0 (mean)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>2040</td>
<td>2047</td>
<td>2121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP4.5 (mean)</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>2047</td>
<td>2055</td>
<td>2145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCC2.6 (mean)</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>2061</td>
<td>2072</td>
<td>2197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCP2.6 (lower limit)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2121</td>
<td>2146</td>
<td>2421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Instrumental record 1950-2010 [Becker et al., 2012]</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean rate</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>2054</td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>2171</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure captions

Figure 1: Field setting. a) Location of Funafuti Atoll in the Pacific Ocean. b) Location of Fatato Island on the south facing rim of Funafuti Atoll. c) Outline of Fatato Island with triangles indicating the location of field instruments used for model evaluation [Beetham et al., 2016]. d) Reef and island morphology used in model simulations highlighting where wave data were analysed at the shoreline sensor and where overwash (OW) was quantified.
Figure 2: a) Contemporary reef morphology. b-d) Hypothetical reef growth morphologies used to investigate wave transformation processes and overtopping under different magnitudes of SLR, with reference to adjusted mean low water spring (MLWS) and mean high water spring (MHWS).
Figure 3: Boundary wave conditions. a-c) Pressure signal and d-f) spectral composition for the mean ($H_s = 1.3$ m; $T_s = 10$ s), swell ($H_s = 2.1$ m; $T_s = 16$ s) and storm ($H_s = 2.6$ m; $T_s = 10$ s) conditions used in model simulations.
Figure 4: Impact of sea-level rise with a static reef response on shoreline wave processes and overtopping under mean (left), swell (centre) and storm (right) wave conditions, with higher than present sea-levels shaded in light grey. a-c) SS wave height (including line gradient), IG wave height and setup responses to SLR. d-f) Change in absolute power spectral density (PSD) within the SS wave band, IG wave band and net wave field at the shoreline. g-i) Relative contribution of SS wave energy and IG energy to net spectral density at the shoreline with SLR. j-l) Rate of wave overwash (OW) across the island berm, with the overwash sea-level threshold (OWSL) shaded in dark grey.
Figure 5: Comparison between wave processes at the shoreline at high tide under static and reef-acton responses to SLR. a-c) sea-swell wave height ($H_{ss}$), d-f) infragravity wave height ($H_{ig}$) and g-i) setup ($\eta$) and j-l) overwash discharge (OW).
Figure 6: Snapshot model outputs showing free-surface water-level at high tide for different SLR scenarios, with different reef response morphologies (left to right) when the largest OW event occurred under storm wave conditions.